49 Words of Light

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Love
Infinite Harmony
Infinite Peace
Infinite Light
Infinite Power
Infinite Wisdom
Infinite Life

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Love
Infinite Happiness
Infinite Flourishing
Infinite Abundance
Infinite Supply
Infinite Success
Infinite Ability
Infinite Possibility

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Health
Infinite Sparkle
Infinite Renewal
Infinite Freshness
Infinite Refreshing
Infinite Vitality
Infinite Hope

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Freedom
Infinite Creation
Infinite Greatness
Infinite Openness
Infinite Development
Infinite Energy
Infinite Gratitude

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Joy
Infinite Integrity
Infinite Courage
Infinite Progress
Infinite Improvement
Infinite Strength
Infinite Intuition
Infinite Innocence

May Peace Prevail on Earth
Infinite Forgiveness
Infinite Splendour
Infinite Nobleness
Infinite Dignity
Infinite Blessing
Infinite Brightness
Infinite Embracing